
THE PATHOGENESIS OF PARESIS.

The pathogenesis of paretic dementia is generally
held to be primarily in the nervous system, though
certain toxic agencies, notably syphilis, are commonly
admitted to have prepared the way. Since its apparent
close relations with tabes have been brought to notice,
a similar pathologic condition has been considered by
many to be alike the basis of both disorders; as held
by Mott, for example, paresis starts as a primary de-
generation of the cortical association neurons, while in
tabes the exogenous sensory spinal neurons are first
affected. According to his view, both are essentially
the same disease, the difference being in the portions
of the nervous system involved. While the question
of the primary parenchymatous or interstitial nature of
the earliest lesions in paresis is still discussed and while
there are not lacking able advocates of the vascular
origin of the disease, there is at least the merit of
novelty in the theory recently advocated by Dr. Ford
Robertson,1 pathologist to the Scottish Asylums.

According to his view, paretic dementia is a toxemia
of gastro-intestinal origin, due to excessive growth of
the bacteria which normally inhabit the alimentary
tract, notably those of the colon group. The toxins
thus generated specially affect the nutrition of the ves¬

sels of the central nervous system, and particularly
those of the more vascular regions, because of their
better blood supply. He admits the probable action of
syphilis in preparing the way, but holds that it is
essentially that of altering the natural immunity, and
that there is some evidence that this is dependent upon
commencing exhaustion of the leucoblastic function of
the bone marrow. The toxemia is probably in some

measure, he says, established for months or even years
before the outbreak of the nervous disorder. In some
individuals the cerebral cells are first to give way and
paresis is the result; in others, the spinal and we then
have tabes—the original process and cause are the same
in both. Hence, as a deduction from these views, he
believes that the treatment of paresis and tabes should
be directed primarily to the correction of the morbid
conditions in the alimentary tract and that the arrest
of the disease by such means is practicable.
In the same issue of the British Medical Journal,

there also appears a paper of Dr. Lewis C. Bruce, of the
1. British Medical Journal, June 29.

Perth District Asylum, evidently written in concert with
that of Dr. Ford Robertson, and advocating the same

general views. Bruce, however, has experimented with
serum-therapy and tested the agglutination reactions
of the bacillus coli with paretic serum and believes that
he finds not only evidence in support of the gastro¬
intestinal toxemic nature of the disease, but also valu¬
able therapeutic indications. He has used the serum

from patients in the remission of paresis by inoculating
with it others in the progressive stages, and he thinks
that the results are to some extent significant and prom¬
ising. As a therapeutic suggestion, his ideas are worth
testing in a disorder like paresis, where nothing so far
seems to be positively curative, but the theory of the
disease here offered will require very ample demonstra¬
tion before it can even be seriously thought of as a

possible pathology.
Eobertson admits that there are many unanswerable

objections to portions of his theory, and others, not its
advocates, will doubtless find arguments against it as

a whole. The papers of Bruce and Eobertson neverthe¬
less call attention to certain aspects of the disorder and
are, in this way, and on account of the exceptional
nature of the views expressed, rather notable contribu¬
tions to its literature.

THE ART OF ENDOWING MEDICAL COLLEGES.
It is a matter for congratulation that philanthropists

are turning their attention to medical schools. They
are beginning to recognize the fact long since familiar
to those conversant with the needs of such institutions
that medical education as conducted at the present time
is not self-supporting. The necessary equipment of
a modern medical school represents an investment of
considerable magnitude, whether we consider the wealth
of clinical material needed for the practical training of
the student\p=m-\materialthat should be in the main sup-
plied by the hospitals under the immediate control of
the college authorities, or whether we consider the
various laboratories for the practical demonstration
of the fundamental sciences.

Again, the teaching force is fourfold greater than
that needed in the recent past. It follows that the
salary lists of these institutions are correspondingly
increased. Not only so, but whereas in the past the
professors occupying certain scientific chairs in the
medical schools were at one and the same time in
general medical practice, it is now deemed necessary for
them to devote their entire time and attention to the
duties of their chairs or departments. In short, there is
no other form of professional training either so exacting
or so costly as that pertaining to the education of the
physician of to-day. Though the precise situation
from a monetary view-point is fully appreciated at
present by those in control of the affairs of our medical
schools, as well as by those in teaching capacities, the
popular notion relative to the question is still far astray.
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